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The class assembly of Class IX C, themed on 'Climate Action,' unfolded with a harmonious shabad recital, 

setting a serene and contemplative atmosphere. The soulful notes reverberated, creating a perfect ambiance 

for the profound theme ahead. Following the Shabad, the assembly commenced with an inspiring "Thought 

of the Day," urging everyone to reflect on their roles in preserving the environment. This was seamlessly 

followed by the announcement of the 'Words of the Day,' chosen to enlighten and expand the vocabulary of 

the students with terms related to climate and sustainability. 

                   

The assembly then transitioned to the 'News Headline' segment, where students presented current events 

related to climate change from around the world. This aimed to keep everyone informed and engaged in global 

environmental issues. A highlight of the assembly was the insightful speech on COP 2023, delivered by a 

passionate student. The speech shed light on the significance of international cooperation in combating climate 

change, emphasizing the need for collective efforts and concrete actions. 

                                               

The auditorium came alive with a short musical play titled 'A Planet's Plea,' where students creatively depicted 

the Earth's cry for help and the consequences of neglecting our responsibility as stewards of the planet. The 

play served as a powerful reminder of the urgent need for climate action. The mood shifted to a more uplifting 

tone with the presentation of a song titled 'Back to the Earth,' performed by the talented students of Class IX 

C. The lyrics carried a message of reconnecting with nature and fostering a sense of responsibility towards the 

environment. 



                                                                    

A poignant moment of the assembly was the prize distribution ceremony, where commendable efforts and 

achievements of our young Jaspalians were recognized. This not only celebrated the hard work of the students 

but also motivated others to actively participate in similar endeavors. 

                
 Santa Singh of Class XI E Awarded for              Riana  of Class XI E honored with Special Jury Award                                                                             

playing Tabla with Ustad Johar Ali Khan.         in Young Orators Championship. Jaskirat Singh Chawla of  

                                                                           Class IX A was also awarded for his exemplary performance  

                                                                              in a Thematic Painting Competition. 

                                      
  Riddhisha Mantri of Class IX A won the Consolation            Reehanveer Singh of Class VIII A, Samarth  

      Prize in a National Level Painting Competition.                Saxena of Class IX C, and Akshit Tomar of 

                                                                                                   Class IX C secured II Position in an Under-14 

                                                                                                  Basketball Tournament.  



                               
Jasman Kaur of Class XI C bagged the III Position               Japman Kaur of Class VII D, Pious Jain of Class 

in a Punjabi Declamation event on Bhai Veer Singh Ji.         VIII A, Bhargavi of Class VIII C, Sargunreet of  

                                                                                                Class VIII A, and Navya of Class IX A, secured  

                                                                                                the II Position in a basketball tournament. 

                                             
                              Hansika Chopra of Class XI E stood first in a Paper Flower Making 

                                                      Competition held in Bal Bharati Rohini 

The Principal's Address served as the culmination of the assembly. The Principal commended Class IX C for 

their thought-provoking and well-executed assembly, urging everyone to internalize the message conveyed 

and take meaningful steps toward a sustainable future. The assembly concluded on a patriotic note with the 

singing of the National Anthem, symbolizing unity in the shared commitment to protect and preserve our 

planet. 

 

 


